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Details of Visit:

Author: TruthfulRufus
Location 2: Paddington
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 21 Sep 2017 12:30
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 180
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Top Secret London - The Best Girls Here!
Website: https://topsecretescorts.co.uk/london-escort
Phone: 07900072555

The Premises:

Modern block in Paddington  

The Lady:

Pretty much as per her photos. She has a couple of small tattoos but is in great shape and is one of
the few ladies that are perhaps better in the flesh.  

The Story:

I tried to make an appointment using the agency's web booking form but having heard nothing after
24 hours rang up to be told that the web request form was not working! It did not matter as Charlotte
was available in any case. There are quite a few girls at Top Secret that are both very pretty and
great performers (they are all friends) and Charlotte is amongst the best; a sassy girls with a plan
who flits between her home in EE and London (thereby retaining perspective and avoiding those
jaded performances that so many other girls from other agencies think are acceptable). Greeted
with a warm kiss, sorted out the paperwork and had a quick shower. Returned wearing boxers in
case I bumped into her flatmate in the corridor. They did not stay on for long as she was soon on
her knees. Nice though it was I was in a hurry to get at Charlottes sweet tasting body which I did
(and how) over the following 40 minutes. Having finished, had the most wonderful chat before going
on my way. This girl is a gem - Great body, great attitude, great personality what more could a man
want.
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